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Secrets to Weight Loss

By Editorial Staff

Although there’s no real mystery to weight loss (burn more calories than you consume), that doesn’t mean

it’s a simple endeavor, which accounts for the millions of people who struggle to achieve their ideal healthy

weight. But struggle no more, because the secrets to weight loss are out of the bottle and yours to follow on

your path to lasting health and wellness. 

1. Win With Goals: With the World Cup just ended, the importance of goals can’t be understated. After all,

the teams that scored at least one goal in a match usually won. Goals are absolutely crucial to weight loss,

too; you can’t achieve a goal if you don’t set one. What’s more, without goals, it’s too easy to get

sidetracked by a "bad week" or a less-than-desirable weight-in, and give up. After all, the only goal you’ve

set is to "lose weight." Set tangible, meaningful goals you can achieve each week, month, etc., in terms of

the amount of weight you want to lose – and exactly how you’ll do it. Put it all on a wall calendar and/or

your smartphone, so motivation is at your fingertips.

2. Hit the Track: Running burns calories, but "hitting the track" means tracking your progress – particularly

when it comes to your daily food intake. There’s a reason why weight-loss programs that recommend

tracking your meals are effective; research suggests people who complete food diaries tend to lose more

weight than people who don’t, pure and simple. When you’re tracking what you eat, you’re also holding

yourself accountable and starting to understand how different foods impact your weight, energy level, etc.

Understanding the power (good and bad) of food makes it easier to fill up on more of the healthy stuff and

minimize the unhealthy options. And having to record it in a food diary makes it harder to "cheat," because

no one wants to write "5 pieces of pizza, 32-ounce Coke, two slices of pecan pie" in their diary.
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mean "cheating" with a brownie sundae or a double cheeseburger once a month; it’s more about recognizing

the effort you’ve made and motivating yourself to continue doing it. Every month, celebrate your journey

with something special – a trip to the local spa, a new outfit (in the size you couldn’t fit into a few months

before), or a night out with your spouse or friends. Thank yourself for all the hard work you make every day

to become a fitter, healthier, lighter – better – you.
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http://www.webmd.com/diet/features/can-food-diary-help-you-lose-weight


4. Just Do It: Nike may have trademarked the phrase, but it’s universally applicable to many aspects of life,

not the least of which is weight loss. Getting to (and then maintaining) your ideal weight is a lifetime effort,

which means every day, every week, every month and every year, life will rear its ugly head and try to

sidetrack you. The people who meet their weight-loss goals; the people who make it to the gym in the

pouring rain; the people who make smart shopping and food preparation decisions – they have the same

frustrations, time constraints, stresses and hectic lives you do. The difference: they "just do it." They make

time to exercise, they focus on eating right and they trust that their hard work will pay off. Do the same and

you’ll reach your weight-loss goal before you know it – and find yourself eager to set and achieve new goals

in life you never dreamed possible.
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